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Key Areas: Draft Framework Plan
VILLAGE MIXED USE

Village Mixed Use areas are more likely locations in Lafayette for the creation of more compact and walkable
places that emphasize smaller shops and provide for daily conveniences. These areas feature places where
people live, work, and play in a distinct district. The following are key characteristics of Village Mixed Use areas:
» They feature more prominent gathering places and
destinations (including plazas, community centers, parks, and
other amenities)
» They should be able to accommodate smaller scale
employment opportunities as a live/work concept
» Compared to other areas in town, Village Mixed Use areas are
more compact and integrate various types of buildings more
efficiently
» They are more likely to include a mixture of different land uses
(residential, employment, and commercial) on different floors,
vertically
» They are more likely to include small retail businesses,
startups, professional offices, and eating and drinking places.
» They provide neighborhood centers for adjacent residential
areas
» They are designed to accommodate transit facilities (bus
stops, etc.) and encourage the use of local and regional transit
» They are more likely to encourage biking, walking, and other
forms of pedestrian travel

COMMERCIAL MIXED USE

Commercial Mixed Use areas include existing retail areas around
Lafayette that could evolve to include a greater mixture of land uses
(including residential and employment) over time. This orientation
provides property owners of existing retail areas greater flexibility
in designing areas as economic conditions change. As these areas
change, they are more likely to include the following key features:
» A greater focus on creating gathering places (parks, plazas,
etc.) and key community destinations
» A blend of different land uses, oriented either horizontally or
vertically (with more than one story)
» Easy access to transit routes (local and regional)
» Good connections (sidewalks, trails, etc.) to nearby
neighborhoods, parks, and open spaces

EMPLOYMENT/FLEX MIXED USE

Employment / Flex Mixed Use includes various business park and
commercial / office areas in Lafayette that could evolve over time
as follows:
» A greater mixture of unique land use configurations, similar
to those found in areas such as RINO in Denver (including
lofts for artists, near warehouse space and other commercial
uses)
» The Employment / Flex Mixed Use orientation provides
property owners more flexibility to design areas, as economic
conditions change.
» These areas could emphasize the integration of an eclectic
mixture of land uses (including retail, residential, and
entertainment) along with employment areas and business
park users
» New developments in these areas could be single story or
integrate various land uses vertically (in more than one story)
» These areas should also include good access to nearby
residential areas and transit.
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